ISPOR Russia HTA Chapter Actively Participated in the Development of the Methodological Guidance on Application of MCDM Analysis in Russian Healthcare

(ISPOR Russia HTA Chapter together with the Expert Board on Healthcare of the Federation Council’s Committee on Social Policy and the Scientific and Research Financial Institute of the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation has just published a Methodological Guidance on Application of Multi Criteria Decision Making Analysis in Russian Healthcare. The Guidance contains the following sections:

- Definition and Terminology of MCDA
- MCDA Advantages vs. other Instruments of Decision Making
- Possible Spheres of MCDA Application in Healthcare
- International Experience of Using MCDA in Healthcare Decision Making
- MCDA Methods Classification
- MCDA Stages:
  - Defining MCDA Criteria
  - Developing Criteria Scales
  - Selection of MCDA Model
  - Defining Criteria Weights
  - Assessing Validity and Reliability of the Model
- EVIDEM as an instrument of Multi Criteria Analysis in Healthcare Technology Assessment

This brochure clarifies many complicated aspects of MCDA, identifies the roles of different interested groups (patients, doctors, HE experts, payers, administrators and politicians), provides an instrument of decision making under concrete circumstances of the Russian healthcare system.